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THESun
BAND OF 
SISTERS

By PHILIP PIERCE

MANKIND holds its breath. Anxiously 
awaiting the worlds response to Syrian 
President Bashar Al Assad’s chemical 
attack on August 21st on Damascus, 
which killed 1,429 people- 426 of those 
children. But as mankind watches, 
the woman of the ravaged northern city 
of Aleppo in Syria fight side-by-side, 
unied to battle against President 
Assad’sgovernment forces. Aiding the 
Free Syrian Army are around 5,000 
Syrian female rebels with roles varying 
from military logistics to being on the 
front line.Many of those part of the 
all-female ‘Al Mouminin Aisha’ battalion 
operating in the Salahaldin district are 
mothers to young children or teenagers 
themselves. Um Mohammed, 
the leader of the battalion and wife to a 
Free Syrian Army soldier not only took up 
arms to defend her home, 
but also to protect her four children.

Tribute...President Obama

‘Giant Of
History’

by EDMUND HULSE

PRESIDENT Obama paid his respect
to ‘the last great liberator of the 20th 
century’ inside the FNB stadium in 
Johannesburg. As tens of thousands
attended to join a world united in
celebration for a man the American 
leader described as a ‘Giant of History.’
World leaders and respected figures
remembered Nelson Mandela in a 
memorial service which lasted four 
hours.  Mr Obama said: ‘‘We will never
see the likes of Nelson Mandela again.
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Amidst the battlefield...
Sniper known as ‘Guevara’

The faith these strong Islamists hold are 
as powerful as the weapons they 
brandish. Donning battle uniforms, 
sunglasses and balaclavas, each 
fighter is ready in the event of a regime 
attack- wanting to witness the dawn of a 
new era in the country’s history which
 was sparked by protests in March 2011, 
with those willing to give up their lives 
in the hope of making that a reality.
Speaking from her one year experience 
of conflict in Aleppo, Kurdish rebel Janda 
Teoplin speaks of what drives her to 
continue to fight; ”I am here to protect 
my people, to protect my family first 
and to make sure that the revolution 
happens, then I will carry on and be 
part of the new Syria.”
One soldier in particular has become 
somewhat of a symbol to the entire 
region. Nicknamed ‘Guevara’ by 
her comrades after the Cuban 
revolutionary, the former director
of a secondary school is recognized

now as ‘The Female Sniper’. 36-year-old 
Guevara, who is married to an Al 
Wa’ed battalion commander, has suffered 
unimaginable loss; aswell as countless 
comrades in her Katiba (Arabic term 
for battalion), Guevara also tragically 
lost her 7-year-old son and 10-year-old 
daughter who were killed in an airstrike, 
destroying their home.”My boy used 
to be frightened of the bombs, and ask me 
what was happening. I said ‘my boy, I 
promise that I am going to defend your 
future’. Now, I will not forget my children’s 
blood and I promise to take revenge.
” Yet in a country where the majority deem 
it inappropriate for a woman to be 
a soldier- this attitude highlighted by 
Um Mohammed who said she came across 
negativity from other factions of the 
free Syrian Army because of being
 female, are these perceptions still echoed 
in the West and the UK?
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Unheard
Voices

EXCLUSIVE
by PHILIP PIERCE

IN a male dominated profession, the 
attention of those females serving in the 
military across the world are becoming 
worryingly unreported, neglecting the 
detrimental psychological implications 
young women go through- with reports 
extensively highlighting males which are 
circulated more commonly to the public.
Emma Murray, Criminologist student 
at Liverpool’s John Moores University 
revealed that it is difficult for many 
soldiers to become accustomed to 
civilian life when returning from 
operations- with those suffering 
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), 
depression, anxiety and alcoholism.
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Unmasked...Female soldier


